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The Environmental
Ethic

Edward 0. Wilson

THE SIXTH GREAT extinction spasm of geological time
is upon us, grace of mankind. Earth has at last acquired a
force that can break the crucible of biodiversity. I sensed it
with special poignancy that stormy night at Fazenda
Dimona, when lightning flashes revealed the rain forest cut
open like a cat's eye for laboratory investigation. An undisturbed forest rarely discloses its internal anatomy with such
clarity. Its edge is shielded by thick secondary growth or
else, along the river bank. the canopy spills down to ground
level. The nighttime vision was a dying artifact, a last
glimpse of savage beauty.
A few days later I got ready to leave Fazenda Dimona:
gathered my muddied clothes in a bundle, gave my imitation Swiss army knife to the cook as a farewell gift, watched
an overflight of Amazonian green parrots one more time,
labeled and stored my specimen vials in reinforced boxes,
and packed my field notebook next to a dog-eared copy of
Ed McBain's police novel Ice, which, because I had neglected
to bring any other reading matter, was now burned into my
memory.
Grinding gears announced the approach of the truck
sent to take me and two, of the forest workers back to
Manaus. In bright sunlight we watched it cross the pastureland, a terrain strewn with fire-blackened stumps and logs,
the battlefield my forest had finally lost. On the ride back I
tried not to look at the bare fields. Then, abandoning my
tourist Portuguese, I turned inward and daydreamed. Four
splendid lines of Virgil came to mind, the only ones I ever
memorized, where the Sibyl warns Aeneas of the
Underworld:
The way downward is easy from Avemus.
Black Dis's door stands open night and day.
But to retrace your steps to heaven's air,
There is the trouble, there is the toil ...
For the green prehuman earth is the mystery we were
chosen to solve, a guide to the birthplace of our spirit, but it
is slipping away. The way back seems harder every year. If
there is danger in the human trajectory, it is not so much in
the survival of our own species as in the fulfillment of the
ultimate irony of organic evolution: that in the instant of
achieving self-understanding through the mind of man, life
has doomed its most beautiful creations. And thus humanity closes the door to its past.
The creation of that diversity came slow and hard: 3 billion years of evolution to start the profusion of animals that
occupy the seas, another 350 million years to assemble the
rain forests in which half or more of the species on earth
now live. There was a succession of dynasties. Some species
split into two or several daughter species, and their daughters split yet again to create swarms of descendants that
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deployed as plant feeders, carnivores, free swimmers, gliders, sprinters, and burrowers, in countless
motley combinations. These ensembles then gave
way by partial or total extinction to newer dynasties,
and so on to form a gentle upward swell that carried
biodiversity to a peak-just before the arrival of
humans. Life had stalled on plateaus along the way,
and on five occasions it suffered extinction spasms
that took 10 million years to repair. But the thrust
was upward. Today the diversity of life is greater
than it was a 100 million years ago-and far greater
than 500 million years before that.
Most dynasties contained a few species that
expanded disproportionately to create satrapies of
lesser rank. Each species and its descendants, a
sliver of the whole, lived~an average of hundreds of
thousands to millions of years. Longevity varied
according to taxonomic group. Echinoderm lineages, for example, persisted longer than those of
flowering plants, and both endured longer than
those of mammals.
Ninety-nine percent of all the species that ever
lived are now extinct. The modem fauna and flora
are composed of survivors that somehow managed
to dodge and weave through all the radiations and
extinctions of geological history. Many contemporary world-dominant groups, such as rats, ranid
frogs, nymphalid butterflies, and plants of the aster
family Compositae, attained their status ndt long
before the Age of Man. Young or old, all living
species are direct descendants of the organisms
that lived 3.8 billion years ago. They are living
genetic libraries, composed of nucleotide
sequences, the equivalent of words and sentences,
which record evolutionary events all across that
immense span of time. Organisms more complex
than bacteria-protists, fungi, plants, animalscontain between 1 and 10 billion nucleotide letters,
more than enough in pure information to compose
an equivalent of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Each
species is the product of mutations and recombinations too complex to be grasped by unaided intuition: It was sculpted and burnished by an astronomical number of events in natural selection,
which killed off or otherwise blocked from reproduction the vast majority of its member organisms
before they completed their lifespans. Viewed from
the perspective of evolutionary time, all other
species are our distant kin because we share a
remote ancestry. We still use a common vocabulary,
the nucleic-acid code, even though it has been sorted into radically different hereditary languages.
Such is the ultimate and cryptic truth of every
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kind of organism, large and small, every bug and
weed. The flower in the crannied wall-.it is a miracle. If not in the way Tennyson, the Victorian romantic, bespoke the portent of full knowledge (by
which "1should know what God and man Is"), then
certainly a consequence of all we understand from
modern biology. Every kind of organism has
reached this moment in time by threading one needle after another, throwing up brilliant artifices to
survive and reproduce against nearly impossible
odds.
Organisms are all the more remarkable in combination. Pull out the flower from its crannied
retreat; shake the soil from the rozts into the
cupped hand, magnify it for close examination. The
black earth is alive with a riot of algae, fungi, nematodes, mites, springtails, enchytraeid worms, thousands of species of bacteria. The ha adful may be
only a tiny fragment of one ecosystem, but because
of the genetic codes of its residents it holds more
order than can be found on the surfaces of all the
planets combined. It is a sample of the living force
that runs the earth-and will continue to do so with
or without us.
We may think that the world has been completely explored. Almost all the mountains and
rivers, it is true, have been named, the coast and
geodetic surveys completed, the ocean floor
mapped to the deepest trenches, the atmosphere
transected and chemically analyzed, The planet is
now continuously monitored from s.ace satellites;
and, not least, Antarctica, the last virgin continent,
has become a research station and expensive
tourist stop. The biosphere, however, remains
obscure. Even though some 1.4 million species of
organisms have been discovered (;n the minimal
sense of having specimens collected and formal scientific names attached), the total number alive on
earth is somewhere between 10 and 100 million. No
one can say with confidence which of these figures
is the closer. Of the species given scientific names,
fewer than 10 percent have been studied at a level
deeper than gross anatomy. The revolution in molecular biology and medicine was achieved with a
still smaller fraction, including colon bacteria, corn,
fruit flies, Norway rats, rhesus monkeys, and human
beings, altogether comprising no more than a hundred species.
Enchanted by the continuous emergence of
new technologies and supported by generous funding for medical research, biologists have probed
deeply along a narrow sector of the front, Now It Is
time to expand laterally, to get on with the great
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Linnean enterprise and finish mapping the biosphere. The most compelling reason for the broadening of goals is that, unlike the rest of science, the
study of biodiversity has a time limit. Species are
disappearing at an accelerating rate through human
action, primarily habitat destruction but also pollution and the introduction of exotic species into
residual natural environments. I have said that a
fifth or more of the species of plants and animals
could vanish or be doomed to early extinction by
the year 2020 unless better efforts are made to save
them. This estimate comes from the known quantitative relation between the area of habitats and the
diversity that habitats can sustain. These area-biodiversity curves are supported by the general but
not universal principle that when certain groups of
organisms are studied closely, such as snails and
fishes and flowering plants, extinction is determined to be widespread. And the corollary: among
plant and animal remains in archaeological
deposits, we usually find extinct species and races.
As the last forests are felled in forest strongholds
like the Philippines and Ecuador, the decline of
species will accelerate even more. In the world as a
whole, extinction rates are already hundreds or
thousands of times higher than before the coming
of man. They cannot be balanced by new evolution
in any period of time that has meaning for the
human race.
Why should we care? What difference does it
make if some species are extinguished, if even half
of all the species on earth disappear? Let me count
the ways. New sources of scientific information will
be lost. Vast potential biological wealth will be
destroyed. Still undeveloped medicines, crops,
pharmaceuticals, timber, fibers, pulp, soil-restoring
vegetation, petroleum substitutes, and other products and amenities will never come to light. It is
fashionable in some quarters to wave aside the
small and obscure, the bugs and weeds, forgetting
that an obscure moth from Latin America saved
Australia's pastureland from overgrowth by cactus,
that the rosy periwinkle provided the cure for
Hodgkin's disease and childhood lymphocytic
leukemia, that the bark of the Pacific yew offers
hope for victims of ovarian and breast cancer, that a
chemical from the saliva of leeches dissolves blood
clots during surgery, and so on down a roster
already grown lona and illustrious despite the limited research addressed to it.
In amnesiac revery it is also easy to overlook
the services that ecosystems provide humanity.
They ennch the soil and create the very air we
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breathe. Without these amenities, the remaining
tenure of the human race would be nasty and brief.
The life-sustaining matrix is built of green plants
with legions of microorganisms and mostly small,
obscure animals-in other words, weeds and bugs.
Such organisms support the world with efficiency
because they are so diverse, allowing them to divide
labor and swarm over every square meter of the
earth's surface. They run the world precisely as we
would wish it to be run, because humanity evolved
within living communities and our bodily functions
are finely adjusted to the idiosyncratic environment
already created. Mother Earth, lately called Gaia, is
no more than the commonality of organisms and
the physical environment they maintain with each
passing moment, an environment that will destabilize and turn lethal if the organisms are disturbed
too much. A near infinity of other mother planets
can be envisioned, each with its own fauna and
flora, all producing physical environments uncongenial to human life. To disregard the diversity of life
is to risk catapulting ourselves into an alien environment. We will have become like the pilot whales
that inexplicably beach themselves on New
England shores.
Humanity coevolved with the rest of life on this
particular planet, other worlds are not in our genes.
Because scientists have yet to put names on most
kinds of organisms, and because they entertain only
a vague idea of how ecosystems work. it is reckless
to suppose that biodiversity can be diminished
indefinitely without threatening humanity itself.
Field studies show that as biodiversity is reduced,
so is the quality of the services provided by ecosystems. Records of stressed ecosystems also demonstrate that the descent can be unpredictably abruptAs extinction spreads, some of the lost forms prove
to be keystone species, whose disappearance brings
down other species and trigers a ripple effect
through the demographics of the survivors. The loss
of a keystone species is like a drill accidentally striking a powerline. it causes lights to go out all over.
These services are important to human welfare.
But they cannot form the whole foundation of an
enduring environmental ethic. Ifa price can be put
on something, that something can be devalued,
sold, and discarded. It is also possible for some to
dream that people will go on living comfortably in a
biologically impoverished world. They suppose that
a prosthetic environment is within the power of
technology, that human life can still flourish in a
completely humanized world, where medicines
would all be synthesized from chemicals off the
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shelf, food grown from a few dozen domestic crop
species, the atmosphere and climate regulated by
computer-driven fusion energy, and the earth made
over until it becomes a literal spaceship rather than
a metaphorical one, with people reading displays
and touching buttons on the bridge. Such is the terminus of the philosophy of exemptionalism: do not
weep for the past, humanity is a new order of life, let
species die if they block progress, scientific and
technological genius will find another way. Look up
and see the stars awaiting us.
But consider: human advance is determined
not by reason alone but by emotions peculiar to our
species, aided and tempered by reason. What
makes us people and not computers is emotion. We
have little grasp of our true nature, of what it is to
be human and therefore where our descendants
might someday wish we had directed Spaceship
Earth. Our troubles, as Vercors said in You Shall Know
Them, arise from the fact that we do not know what
we are and cannot agree on what we want to be. The
primary cause of this intellectual failure is ignorance of our origins. We did not arrive on this planet as aliens. Humanity is part of nature, a species
that evolved among other species. The more closely we identify ourselves with the rest of life, the
more quickly we will be able to discover the sources
of human sensibility and acquire the knowledge on
which an enduring ethic, a sense of preferred direction, can be built.
The human heritage does not go back only for
the conventionally recognized 8,000 years or so of
recorded history, but for at least 2 million years, to
the appearance of the first "true" human beings, the
earliest species composing the genus Homo. Across
thousands of generations, the emergence of culture
must have been profoundly influenced by simultaneous events in genetic evolution, especially those
occurring in the anatomy and physiology of the
brain. Conversely, genetic evolution must have
been guided forcefully by the kinds of selection rising within culture.
Only in the last moment of human history has
the delusion arisen that people can flourish apart
from the rest of the living world. Preliterate societies were in intimate contact with a bewildering
array of life forms. Their minds could only partly
adapt to that challenge. But they struggled to
understand the most relevant parts, aware that the
right responses gave life and fulfillment, the wrong
ones sickness, hunger, and death. The imprint of
that effort cannot have been erased in a few generations of urban existence. I suggest that it is to be
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found among the particularities of human nature,
among which are these:
* People acquire phobias, -abrupt and
intractable aversions, to the objects and circumstances that threaten humanity in natural environments: heights, closed spaces, open spaces, running water, wolves, spiders, snakes. They rarely form
phobias to the recently invented contrivances that
are far more dangerous, such as guns, knives, automobiles, and electric sockets.
* People are both repelled and lascinated by
snakes, even when they have never seen one in
nature. In most cultures the serpent is the dominant wild animal of mythical and religious symbolism. Manhattanites dream of them with the same
frequency as Zulus. This response appears to be
Darwinian in origin. Poisonous snakes have been an
important cause of mortality almost everywhere,
from Finland to Tasmania, Canada to Patagonia; an
untutored alertness in their presence saves lives.
We note a kindred response in many primates,
including Old World monkeys and chimpanzees: the
animals pull back, alert others, watch closely, and
follow each potentially dangerous siake until It
moves away. For human beings, in a larger
metaphorical sense, the mythic, transformed serpent has come to possess both constructive and
destructive powers: Ashtoreth of the Canaanites,
the demons Fu-Hsi and Nu-kua of the -lan Chinese,
Mudamma and Manasa of Hindu India, the tripleheaded giant Nehebkau of the ancient Egyptians,
the serpent of Genesis conferring knowledge and
death, and, among the Aztecs, Cihuacoatl, goddess
of childbirth and mother of the human race, the rain
god TIaloc, and Ouetzalcoatl, the plumed serpent
with a human head who reigned as lord of the
morning and evening star. Ophidian power spills
over into modern life: two serpents entwine the
caduceus, first the winged staff of Mercury as messenger of the gods, then the safe-conduct pass of
ambassadors and heralds, and today the universal
emblem of the medical profession.
e The favored living place of most peoples is a
prominence near water from which paikland can be
viewed. On such heights are found the abodes of
the powerful and rich, tombs of the great, temples,
parliaments, and monuments commemorating tribal glory. The location is today an aesthetic choice
and, by the implied freedom to settle there, a symbol of status. In ancient, more practical times the
topography provided a place to retreat and a sweeping prospect from which to spot the distant
approach of storms and enemy forces. Every animal
species selects a habitat in which its members gain
a favorable mix of security and food. For most of
deep history, human beings lived in tropical and
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subtropical savanna in East Africa, open country
sprinkled with streams and lakes, trees and copses.
In similar topography modern peoples choose their
residences and design their parks and gardens, if
given a free choice. They simulate neither dense
jungles, toward which gibbons are drawn, nor dry
grasslands, preferred by hamadryas baboons. In
their gardens they plant trees that resemble the
acacias, sterculias, and other native trees of the
African savannas. The ideal tree crown sought is
consistently wider than tall, with spreading lowermost branches close enough to the ground to touch
and climb, clothed with compound or needleshaped leaves.
9 Given the means and sufficient leisure, a
large portion of the populace backpacks, hunts,
fishes, birdwatches, and gardens. In the United
States and Canada more people visit zoos and
aquariums than attend all professional athletic
events combined. They crowd the national parks to
view natural landscapes, looking from the tops of
prominences out across rugged terrain for a
glimpse of tumbling water and animals living free.
They travel long distances to stroll along the
seashore, for reasons they can't put into words.
These are examples of what I have called biopfiilia, the connections that human beings subconsciously seek with the rest of life. To biophilia can
be added the idea of wilderness, all the land and
communities of plants and animals still unsullied
by human occupation. Into wilderness people travel in search of new life and wonder, and from wilderness they return to the parts of the earth that have
been humanized and made physically secure.
Wilderness settles peace on the soul because it
needs no help; it is beyond human contrivance.
Wilderness is a metaphor of unlimited opportunity, rising from the tribal memory of a time when
humanity spread across the world: valley to valley
island to island, godstruck, firm in the belief that
virgin land went on forever past the horizon.
I cite these common preferences of mind not as
proof of an innate human nature but rather to suggest that we think more carefully and turn philosophy to the central questions of human origins in the
wild environment. We do not understand ourselves
yet and descend farther from heaven's air if we forget how much the natural world means to us.
Signals abound that the loss of life's diversity
endangers not just the body but the spirit. If that
much .is true, the changes occurring now will visit
harm on all generations to come.
The ethical imperative should therefore be, first
of all, prudence. We should judge every scrap of biQ-
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diversity as priceless while we learn to use it and
come to understand what it means to humanity. We
should not knowingly allow any species or race to
go extinct. And let us go beyond mere salvage to
begin the restoration of natural environments, in
order to enlarge wild populations and stanch the
hemorrhaging of biological wealth. There can be no
purpose more enspiriting than to begin the age of
restoration, reweaving the wondrous diversity of life
that still surrounds us.
The evidence of swift environmental change
calls for an ethic uncoupled from other systems of
belief. Those committed by religion to believe that
life was put on earth in one divine stroke will recognize that we are destroying the Creation, and those
who perceive biodiversity to be the product of blind
evolution will agree. Across the other great philosophical divide, it does not matter whether species
have independent rights or. conversely, that moral
reasoning is uniquely a human concern. Defenders
of both premises seem destined to gravitate toward
the same position on conservation.
The stewardship of environment is a domain on
the near side of metaphysics where all reflective
persons can surely find common ground. For what,
in the final analysis, is morality but the command of
conscience seasoned by a rational examination of
consequences? And what is a fundamental precept
but one that serves all generations? An enduring
environmental ethic will aim to preserve not only
the health and freedom of our species, but access to
the world in which the human spirit was born.

